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1. To axenine the vericas comlitions and imolicaticons of develceping «

Piring fecility at TACNGI Atoll urder the following thres seperate

situations:

a That TAOTCI is included in tae EPG mrely es a third site.

be. That TAOLGI is ineluded as a third elite while the Bikini site is

restricted as ITS is for PLWW.E3BB,

ce. That TAONGI 1s added to LPG while BIKINI is completely inactive.

II aSSU:PITOKS

1. Govermental epproval for use of TACNGI Atel has been giver.

2. TAONGI Atell is the only site available in the event the EFG must ve

expanded,

3. The first detonation of Operation JARDTACK will occur ne earlier then

1 May 1958, probably on 1 dine 1958,

. The natives will have been revatriated on the atolls east of BIKINI.

5. ‘“IARDTACK will be similar in scops to REDWING, i.e, 3 the nuaber of

shots, etc. BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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6, A minimen of two sites to fire larce shots is required al“iough this

may not necessitate two atolls,

7. Tne wind patterne at TACNGI Ato:.1 permit the implenentation of a

laisly rapid firing schedule of approximately one shot every five (5)

to eight (8) days.

8. Tre channel into and in the atoll eam be cleared to allor ICU's.

9. Operation of TAONGI Atoll will be within the framework of iG 7.1 ae we

not mow ite

1G. If TAONGY Atoll is utilized as a third site, or even in plece of BIKIM,

its prinary user will be UCRL during Operation HARDTACK,.

IL. If TAOMCI Atoll is utiliaed as a third site, zt least a mirimom anemt

of construction will be required on the land mass.

12, The duel capability of firing tue (2) lerge sicts (instead of one large

and one small as in REDYTN) 4s « requirerent.

13, Tne eapssilfty of firing at all three ateclls on the saw dey is not a

reqoiremnt,

lk. As a leboratory, LASL'’s participaticn at TATMUT AtclL will bo 172 uncer

Siteation I, but may includs participstion to varying degrecs under

Situation II and ITI.

18, <APSWFts participation athere at TAONGI will be nil.

16, endia Corporation's perticloation as an experinenter (self-sponsored

srojects) at TAONGI will be nil.

Je Shots in Group 1 (lerger than 2 it) can be fired at ENTMETOR Atoll. See

Peragrach III, 11, for discussion,

1&, Wollaring the first siot the lend areas at TACIGI will be conteninated,

1°, There will b2 no areasvide Paliout prozraris
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20. ‘me edditicnal funds, personnel and equipment as required by ths

particular situation will be mace evaileble in time to rerrit develope

ment and activation of TAGNGI for e May 1, 1958 BARDTACK.

Idi INFORMATION BEARING Of Tas PROBLEM

1. Inclosure 1 is a chart which indicates the relative position of the EG

etolis and the dietencee between. Distances from TAGEGI to other points

within the Pacifie Ocean arcs are as follows:

TAOHGT

to

GUAM ~ 1454 miles

KWATALETH ~- 356 miles

BDORI - 2€5 miles

ENIWETOX - 447 miles

WAEE - 324 wiles

EAWATT - 2024 miles

2. 3% is expected that the shot series will consiet of aprroximately the

folloving shots:

e. 4-5 surfece chots lerger than 2 Mt

t. 6-7 surfece shots betiveen 0.2 and 2 Mt

c. 8& “small" shots, surface ané tover

¢. lL VHA ballooneborne 2 kt skot at $0,000' probably at LIINT

€. 110 kt shot at 150' dopth in ENIWETOX lagoon

f. 110 kt at 400" depth 6 miles SY of EXIWSTOK

&. 1 UHA (250,000') miesileedelivered megaton burst probetiy at BIKINI
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Distribution, general locations, and the sponsorshio of the shots, for

purposes of this study, are as indicated on Inclesure 2. It will be

noted that only barge.sicts will be fired at TAONGI, except under

Situation III, and that shets lercer then 2 ‘It are planned for F!TETOK,
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Under Situation I, it is visualized that barge shots would be

conducted at TAOMGI and BIKINI on an average firing intervalof 10

days (notwithstanding a possible five day capability at TAONGI and

@ six day cavseility at BIZINI) and that ell small shots are fired

at INIWETOK utilizing RUNIT, ROJCA, and undoubtedly EMCESI. Estinate

the actual lencth of tho firing schadule to be approximately 2 1/2

months, Withest TAONGI actual length of tn2 firing schedule might

be 3 to 31/2 months.

Under Siteation IT, it is again visualized that the UCKL barge sicts

would be conducted at TACNGI; however, the six LASL bargo shots in

groups 1 and 2 would bo detonated in the ‘like crater at ENIWETCX.

Of tie eight shots ecnsidered for Crow 3, waieh ers undor 200 kt,

4% is felt that approsinetely six are af yiskds vhich would permit

their being detonated at JIXINI and the remaining two vould be

fired eb ETUETORX at either RUNIT, ROJOA or ENGISI. Since SIKTHI

would be restricted in its firing, it is felt that this situation

would cause thm actual length of the eoeration to be increased to

aporexinately three months, the governing facter in this respect

being the large shots at ENIVJETOK,

Under Situation TIT, it is proposed that in addition to the six

barge shots of UCRL at TAOHSI, their four shots in Group 3 which are

undev 200 kt alco be detonatec at TAO"GI, I believe it is accepted

hie
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that if BIKINIwas eliminated from the EVG as visualized in Situation

III, the greater develooment of TACKGI would be necessary. Thus the

four tower or surface shots of UCRL would also be detonated first at

TAOIGI, All LASL shots would be conducted at ENTWETOK, Yere again

the ike crater would be utilized for barge shots and RINIT and

FNGEDI fox the tower and surface devices. It is estimated that the

actual length of the overation would then ron approxinatoly four

months.

Instrumentation for the shots will be similar to REDWING. ‘owever, it

dees net appear that there will be eny shot requiring the extensive

instrumentation of the REDWING Zuni shet.

No areaewide fallout program is currently planned by AFSWP,

The Raydist systen will not be used but ifSQ will probably be used at

both ENIWETOK and BIKINI, thereby necessitating a manned station on

BIKINI.

Cn the high altitude shots (VHA & UNA) apart fran launching, radio

tracking and telexetering cquipment, AFSWP will require no ground based

instrumentation. AFSIP doas not intend to fire instrument bearing

missiles, but does intend to fly some instruments at 10,000 feet in tuo

5=% aircraft.

The shot series indicated ‘n paregraph 1 above does not include any

additional shots removed from the PLUIBBOB series and inserted into

NARDTACK, (At present three PLU:BBCO shots have been removed.)

UCRL, under their proposal far the use of TAONGI, hopes for a five day

firing schedule, but will accept an eight day schedule.
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10, Off-atoll sites, on the JIT SEVE! level, are planned as fcllows:

a, Weather Stations

(1) TARAWA

(2) KUSAIE

(3) KAPINGA iA2ANGT

(Lh) NAURU

(5) RONGERIK

be RedSafe Stations

(i) wWOTHO

(2) UJELATIC

(2) UTTRIK

(4)  RONGELAP

e. Weather Bureau Stations

(1) TRUK

(2) POUAPE

It is considsred thet the above would be sufficient and net require

gipmentation in the event TACNGI was vtilised except for the WAKE area

ac discussed in Perazraph IV, c belew,

For heliccpitsr and L-c0s not in flight 14 1s estimated that thoy can ba

subsocted to overpressures of .5 to .6 PSI before Lightdanage con be

expected. During PLUGS such an effects experinsnt is being plemecd

so more concrete information on this should be evelledls prior to

HWARDTASK, Exauples of past shots of megaton ylelds at ENTWETOK indicate

that many intangibles enter into overpressurcs actually encountered, On |

the Wike shot cvertressurss of .9 were predicted for PARRY, With a yleld

of 10.5 Nt, however, oid: and .67 PSI were actually measured on PARRY.

«a6 «
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Three Le13 alroraft oarked in the opan on E!TVETOX Island were undamaged.

Tor the Apache shot in the Mike crater a yield of 1.8 2% was produced

with overpressures of .35 on PARRY, Utilizing TH23-200, Second Revisicn,

as a reference, it is estimated that at least light damage might be

inflicted to helicopter ond liaison aircraft parked on ENTWETOK airstrip

during 3 ‘it or greater devices detonated in the ‘Hike crater. Iitght

damage is defined ag danacge viich does not prevent imnediate operational

use of aircraft, As may be seen from a camparison of expected overpressure

om PARRY from :ike shot ami the measured values, come allowances should

be made for local weather conditions. |

IV DISCUSSION
 

Prelininary to the Operational Phase

a. One of the assumptions made in Paragrmh II was thet the channel

into and in tha atoll can be cleared to allow IfU's. Since this

4s an assumption, the ability to do so is not being questioned.

However, it must be pointed out that to accomplish this will require

certain things, A survey such as requested by UCRL in letter COL=56=9

of 5 Deceuber 1956 is a first and necessary step before preceeding

further. The requested air photo mission was turned over to JSAF

(AFCAT) who in turn passed the request as a training projectto

FEAF, Probablythe mission will be flow by a 3-50 out of GUAT,

Latest developnent along this lire is that the survey as outlined

in CCL-569, costing som (18,000 is not being conducted, iUowever,

Seripps is sending three persons for a three day survey of TAOHGI..

These persons will go out early in February aboard the ATF which is

a



scheduled to go to MNIWETOK, The ATT wilt remain at TAONGI during

the brief survey. No UDT is scheduled to go.

20 Cost of opening the entrance into the TACIGI legoon and a suitable

channel on a minimm basis would be a costly ond lengthy operation.

This channel] would consist of rehabilitation of the existing one

which leads from inside the atoll passage eastward into the lagoon

for mout ome-half of a mile, ad then southward for about 2 miles

and also northward to the selected shot barge site. According to

coments of TG 7.3, to perait channel clearance sufficient for

ooeration of up to and includ'ng [CU's would be a project well in

the million dollar clase ami would probably teke around six months,

To attetpt a project which would allow access to the legoon by LSD's,

etc., would be prohibitive both in cost and time in the opinion of

TG 7.3. Greater detail on this problem will eppear in the Tu!

study currently being prepered,

2. iIn preparation for the operational phase a new EPG Danger Area would

have to be establisnsd. The one prescribed for REDWIIS excluded

all land massss except ENIWETOR and BIMIWE art on the north stosped

just short of WAKE. If the saws criteriz of estebliemsnt should be

envioyed for YARDTACK as for REDWING, WAKE would definitely be in the

Danger Area, While sir traffic (comerical and military) into and

out of WAKE might not be curtailed during shot times, it is certain

that WAKE vould hava to have complete mon‘tering and evacuation

capabilities. |

2. somunications

a. During the actual operation and undcr oll three situations, the

°
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coriunications requirenents at TACHGI would be for all purposes

aporoxinately the saac. This would be as of the arrival of the

instrumented ship. At that time, from the standpoint of persomel

(STF, 7.3, Tel, ete.) required to be at the eite for operational

reasons, the shipboard communication systen should suffice. Available

would be voice, Cil, and teletype facilities with acceptable security

provisions.

As brought out by Walter Gibbins during conference on 3 January 1957,

even under the UCRL concept there would be some requirenant fer a

cormunications structure ashore, Degree of facilities and construction

depends on whose opinion is asked. If no sizable pre-overationsl

requirenent is present, this facility night consist of just ship-toe

shore cormunicatdon.

Throughout the Proving Ground, harever, Situation IT ari III weuld

result in little if any incresse in the REDJING comminications. Under

these tio situations the ships previously provided for SIKIT would

not be required (ships would not be required for evacuation, but snail

craft would be needed) ami the facilities could be made available to

TAONGI, Under Situation II the land based facilities at BIEINI would

remain operative but in Situation III this would not be necessary

unless BIKINI was utilized logistically,

Prior to the arrival of the instrumented ship at TACNGI, if Han is

in the area, som type of cammunications would be required. Deosnd=

ing upen the effect being expended at TAONSI this might range froa

cemiunications emancting for a type Stetion 70 to 2 plane dispetcied

daiiy from KWAJALET!, BIKINI or ENIWETOK to mate periedie contacts
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with the persernel ashora. Greater detail on this aspect can be

expected in stndy boing prepared by dCi.

Fron a communications viexpoint and except for necessary pre-

operational phase requirenents, no creat preblems are anticipated

providing proposed utilization of the atoll ronains on the austere

basis as planned by UCRL.

Airlift and Airstr

be

Se
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No airlif® and consequently no eirstrip ae requil'sd by UCRL during

the eperational phase. However, they did indicate that to have an

airstrip would be vory convenient if required by TC 7.5 in

construction period or by TG 7. or TG 7.3 te neet evergencies.

TC 7.4 has stated that based on information presently svaileble, thay

would not require construction of an airstrip et TACNGI,

TG 7.3 stated that they had no requirement for sn airstiip on TACHI.

They also stated that use of auphibious aireraft to suppuct TACKGI

would have to be on an energency basis. They did not bel'eve

routire flights could be sade by such aircraft due to haza'd of

‘larding and teking off fron open water or in the coral head infested

lagocne Clearing a lagoon Landing area vasnet considered practical,

If routims 2irlift support to TAOXNGI is determined to be necessary,

a prebable requirement would be the construction of a lend airstrip

tegether with adequate nevigetional aids. control tower , fire fighte

ing eouiprent, etc.

The presence of a minimm mzbsr of helicepters in the areca would be

very edvantageous to all task grevps before and during the operational

puase. By way of & minima, it 4s visuelized that the number vould
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be soneuhere in the neighborhood of three or four. Te have the

helicopters, however, would mean that ‘they Would be based aboard a

chipwhere adequate maintenance could be performed. If the

instrumented ship was an AV, probably three heliccpters could be

handled end maintained. If there was 2 carrier in the area, of .

course a greater mumber could be both quertetred and nairtained.

Opsrationally, in the ship-toeshore movensnt, the copters would have

to be operated part of the time over desp water. This, they have

always objected to do even inside the lagoon. Whether cr not tnis

jection could be ovarcoms ig problematical.

£, [uring REDJING there were six SAIS assigned with the mission of cff-

stoll support and SAR. It is known that the JIT SEVE" off-atoll

reqviretents (eather and RadSafe Stations) are going te be larger.

With an additional emission of esergency airlift cut of TAONGI, it

4s cstimated that threo additiens) SA16's would be required.

ge In eummery, it cppears that if 70 7.5 (1&!l) requires an airstrip on

TAONGI because of construction, etc., that its availsbility during

ths shot series will be advantageous to all task groups. Wowever,

if not required by H&l, the construction of om airstrip ao om

emergency facility is not required,

4, Sips and Sneler Craft

&, Sips

(1) No comnent ts being made at this tims as to the muber of

ships required by TG 7.5 (Hai!) during the pre-opsrational phase

or bofore thse arrival of the instrumented ship in the ares.
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(2)

(3)

(bb)

(5)

ou
These requirements will be included in the study presently

being prevared by TC 7.5.

From UCRL’s preposal for ths utilization of TACNGI, we know that

TG 7el (CCRL) would have a renuiremmt for an instrumented ship.

This instrumented ship probably should be of the APA, AKA,

hospital ship, or AV type. Such a type ship would have the

necessery office and shop spece, camunieations, ctc., required

by TG 7.1. Comments relative to the ability of this type of

ship to house the estimated muxber of TC 7.1 and TG 7.5 persornel

required to be in the area is discussed in a following paragraph

on personnel.

There would also be a requirement for at least one and probably

two LSD's, How these LSD's would be employed is discussed in a

later paragraph on opsrations, Theee LSD's would heve missions

oftransporting shot barges from ENIUETOR te TAONGT and else

performing as mother ship for tha boat pool. In sdditioa, use

would be mate of its quartering facilities for personnel.

While it is not corceived that there would be my apecific missicn

fos a ship such as an ATF, it is felt for insurance reasons that

at Isast one ATF should be included in the ships prasent at TAGIGI,

Both JTY SEVEN ani TG 7.3 have indicated thet if TACIGI was a

firing site, they would have a requirensnt far a conzand ship suca

as the ESTES was at BIKINI. This would be probably sither an AGC

or a carrior. In addition to having a command ship serve as the

flagship for JIF SEVEN ani TG 7.3, it would also base the AOC

required by TG 7h, |
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(6) Gince an airstrip, if constructed, might be onugeable after

the first shot, 4t is felt that © comparatively fest ship

such os an APD must de availsble for inter-atoll transportation.

b. Bool craft= | / |

(2) Unless an AKA was provided ac the instsumnted ship, there vould

ve mo ehip 40 the Eeval array at FAGSI capable of lifting to

its deck even az LOI!. terefors, during shot periods the exmall

eraeft would de loséed in the veli deck of the LSD ecting as

the boat pool bese. An L&D can leed in ite well €eck 21 LCN's

or three LOU'a. It would seem insdyriseble to include Loi’s in

the TAGHGI bent pool es M% 7.3 dose not consider then suitable «=~

eraft for operating in the open sea. In eddition, any M-boats __

thet you nicht beve would have to be included at the sacrifice

of 1043's. Beceuse of ite movement requirements, a second LED

would not permit increase of LtU's.

: incluécsd in the boat pool wonld de a requirement fer approximately

four to eix DUEN's. TFacce DUEN'a, of conras, covld be exployed

a only inaide the lagoon. With no copter berze, no landing plat

fomn on the shot barge, ons may find the lagoon too rough for |

“movencnt from the shot barge to shore by TEXW. In this case, it

 3 wey be deetresble to ksve tvo to four Kotor Whale Bosts for

: goneral utility service to the sbot barge. If so, en improvised -

—— landing ples oa the shore would heve to bs provided.

§. Bavicational Aids |

 
& In ths event that a fully operating airstrip was constructed and
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(6) Gince an airetzip, if constructed, might be anngeable after

the first shot, it is felt that e comparatively feat ship

such as an APD must de available for inter-atoll transportation.

b, Smell) Craft | |
 

(2) Unless an AKA wos provided as the instrumcnted ahip, there vould

ve no ship in the Esval array at FACEGI empable of lifting to

its deck even an Loi. Therefors, during shot periods the exll

eraft would be losded in the well deck of the LSD acting sa

ths boat pool bese. fn LSD can lead in its well Geck 2) LCH's

or three LOU's. It would ssem inecviseble to include Li's in

the ZAONGI bent pool as TM 7.3 doet not corsider them suiteble

craft for operating in the open sea. In edfition, aay Meboats .

that you micht bave would have to be included at the sacrifice

of 1f3'a. Eecause of ite mvencnt requirements, a second LED

" would not permit increase of Lou's.

Incluicd in the boat pool would be s requirement for approximately

four ta six DUAW's. Toece DUEW'a, of course, could be erployed

only inside the lagoon. with no copter berge, no landing plat

form on the shot barge, one may findthe lagoon too rough for
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| movement from the shot berzge to shore by DUXW. In this case, it

may be deeireabdle to kave tio to four Kotor Whale Bosta for

geueral utility service to the shot barge. If so, en improvised

 

Janding pler on the shore would heve to be provided.

a. In ths event that a fully onorating airstrip was conetructed ana
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utilized on TACKGI, it is felt that there would definitely be a

requirewnt for ahoming beacon installation.

Jowever, 4f there was no airstrip constructed on TAOIGI, both ™ 723

ard TG 7.l have imiicated that about all they would need as either

air or sea navigational aids would be the presence of a Christmaz

Tree type radar reflestor on TACNGI, |

Chamel and sea drone buoys vould be advisable in case seaplens

operations are required,

Ccneap% of Onewstions

In discussing the TAOIGI concept with TG 7.3, they indicated much

concern in regard to the risks of unloading the ehot darge fron

the LSD in tho open sea, and the prooale Aanfrequency of suitable

sea conditions for such an opsration. They indicated that the LSD

would generally be sbout, an hours run from the TAONGI passagevay

for an LOU, They folt that 44 vould be on extrenely dangerous

opsration and in violation of good seamanship to try to dispetch

the show barge from an LSD at that distance and to try to tow it

by Tevoats to its mooring inside the lagoon. Even at BIKINI, where

the shot barge is dispatched in the lea of BIKTII Islané where ths

calmest waters in the lagoon occur, TG 7.3 always had an ATF stand=

ing ty. In this case, notever, they feel that using an ATF or ATF's -

would be just as hazardous, S‘nce the ATF's could not ta the

baxvge inte the lagoon, there uculd necessarily have to be a transfer?

made from the ATF's te T=boats again in the open sea. All in a2),

they felt thet this problem of «oving the shot barge from the LSD to

its position was one on wiieh conciderabie thought would have to be

~ lhe
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In a preceding paragraph ve indicated that there would be a requiree

momt for one and probably tuo LSD's, UCRL has indicated that they

are desirous of having the caradility of implementing a five day

firing schedule, ‘ith one LSD, under any conditions, it is found

that this is impossible te do. Inclosure 3 shows diagravatically

the moverent of ona and two LSD's from the TACNGI area to ENTWETOK

and return with @ shot bargsa. Contingencies such as the fact that

a boat ca negotiate the TAONGI passege only during slack water

which is four hours during daylight and four hours at night, no

deleys for adverse sea or veather conditions, or technical or timing

delays having not been considered or incluced. With one LSD and

allowing a minimm of time for check-out of the device on the shot

barge, it is estimated that no better than an eight day firing cycle

could be maintained. With two LSD's, ons LSD could be disptiched to

ENIWETOK soon after it had discharged its previcus shot barge, Its

govenent would not ba curtailed cr governed by any requirement on

the part of the bert pool or by radiological ocnditions, With two

LsDts, it is estimated that the five day firing cycle desired by

UCRL could be meinteined,

As visualised, the Toats based in the woll deck on the LSD during

the shot would not be discharged for reontry inte the lsgoon mtil

such tims as the radiologics) conditions in the lagoon rermitted. It

was checked with TO 7.3 as te whether or not a helicopter radiological

survey of the lagcon vould be required before they would permit the

craft to reonter., While euch a survey would be gocd, it vas not

-15 «
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considered necessary, Aerial survey could de conducted by the P2V's,

and in additon, the craft as it entered could be taking continusus

readings off the bow. JE the lagoon was too hot, it, of coursa,

would back off and avait further flushing.

Cperationaly, TC 7.3 felt that no craft larger than a T«boat would

ever de able to utilize the lagocn. This would eliminate the entrance

of the LSD or the ATF for an operation comparable to that conducted

at BIKINI. Even detonating devices on the reef would hald no

assurance that another navigable passage into the lagoon had been

ereated for anything larger than T<boats. Presence of underwater

crater lips might well prohibit larscr ship passage.

7e Personnel md Housing

Re
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During Walter Giobins's visit to Los Alamosa, he indicated that TG 7.1

(UCRL) would require gpproximatcly 50 to 60 persons at TACNGI. In

addition, bascd on his evaluation of the operation approximately 125

to 125 TG 7.5 persons would be required. In the event that the

inetruzented ship was a AV, the majority of them could be housed

aboard that ehip. As en exemple, the CURTISS has approximstely 70

cebin spaces. In e:‘dltion, som) portion of the estimated 175 TC 7.1

and TG 7.5 personnal could be acccmodeted by treep space. Parsormmel

which could not be ecocanodsted sbout the instrumented ship could be

quartered aboard the LSD being used as the Boat Pool ship (10 or 12

cabin spaces, ample troop space),

The personnel requirenent was discussed with JIF SEVEN and TG 7.3.

While they could make no estimate as to the mmber ef persons

reguircd, they both indicated that their recuirements would be very
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nominal, In this respect, it is felt that the JIF SEVED flzgship

probebly could assist in meting any housing requirements of TC 7.2

and TG 7.5.

CONCLUSIONS:

1. Mejos Support Items

a. In recapituletion of the major itens of support requiree fer TACHGT

be

Curing the overational period and exclusive of certain IGN requires

ments such as APL's, it appears that the following constituies ea

reatonable listing:

(2) 1 ~ AGC + OTF SEVEN, TG 7.3 and TC 7.)

(2) % = APA, AXA, hospital ship or AV ~ TG 7.1

(3) 2 = LSD's ~ barge moveumts, boat pool.

(4) 1 ATF - 16 7.3

(5) 1 < APD = intereatoll.

(6) 3 LCUts = boat pool

(7) 6 = DURW's = beat pool

(8) 3 = lelicopters - TG 7.1

(9) 3 = SA-36

Under Situation I unere TAONGI vould te included as a third site

(12 BIXINI operational prosedures ere not changed from REDWING), the

bulk of the abovo support would be additional to that aiiaceted to

BIKTHI and ENIWETOK. The BIKINT end INTVETOK requirenents should be

aporoximately the same es REDITNG, If SIXINI operations] procedures

are changed, the result would be more nearly like ec amd ¢ below.

Urstor Situation II and III, where there is no requirenest. for mecting

the contingency of epsrating afloat at BIKINI, the above would not ba



all edditional. However, soze of the above night be utilized at

ENIWETOE to improve the evacuation capabilities there,

Substantially, Situatien II and ITI as compared to REDWING might

result in one less carrier, two less ATFts, alevan less helicopters

ang ons additianal LSD. If carrier is required at EXIWETOK for

evacuation of helicopters and light aircraft it would not result in

one less carrisr.

In the event that Situation II and TII were indicated ty the AR,

the securing of the majfar support itens ia believed to be no preblen,

With Situation I, however, where considerable additional support

items are required it is doubt2ul if they could be cotcined without

a very high level decision.

2e Operations

a. Operationally, it is believed that the TACHGI site is subject to

nang problems and adverso conditions. Among the principle ones

are the insbllity to negotiates the lagoon with anything larger than

am LOU and the questionable movancnt of the barge from LSD to moorings

by Wy,

Coupling the above with the cther problem; of limited tims eccess

(Zeur hours day and four hours night) te the lsgoon, rovgi seas

dslaying barge turn around avid ship-te-shore movements, wind delays,

technicel ani tining delays, it is my opinion that even with two

LSD's one would be very opticistic to get even m eight dar Mring

schedule.

The precicted poor exchange rato of the water in the Irgoon end the

dimensions of the atoll, which is mich aculles than ENTUETOK and
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BIZTRI, may well cause sudctantial contamination Gelays.

G. It is belived that some of the operationalGisndvantages and dclays

vould be redicéa if en elrstrip and-minimen facilities ashore vere

provided.

©. The operational disatvantages and the probebility of operational

cate eee. _ delays et TAGNGI, compared with ENIWETOX ané BIKIM, are obvious.

3 Inela: B. A. LOCKE
1. Diagram of Approximate J=3

Air &iles Fucns & Operations
2. Distributicn and General

Location af shote
3. TACKGI LoD Support
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